COMMUNITY STORIES OF IMPACT
Theme: Citizen’s Rights.
Year: 2019 I Location: Kharabdinni village, Pothnal Grampanchayat
Manvi Taluka
[Sl.No. 3] Construction of CC Road in Kharabdinni village
JMS intervention at Pothnal Gram Panchayat helped to construct
CC Road in Kharabdinni Village during JMS citizen’s rights
campaign. Due to this intervention entire villagers got
benefitted.
JMS Introduction:
Jagruta Mahila Sanghatan (JMS) is a Dalit Women’s Collective that is owned and managed
by Dalit women from 20 years in the district of Raichur and reaches out to 3000 households
in four Talukas (Manvi, Sindhanur, Maski, Sirwar). JMS works with Dalit households,
agricultural labourers and those who belongs to economically and socially backward
community. JMS works to defend and protect the Human Rights of Dalit community in
general with a special focus on Dalit women, who by and large are daily wage labourers.
JMS intervenes in facilitating the rights and entitlements of the rural working class
communities focusing on the right to food & nutrition, right to work, right to education, rights
and dignity of Dalit women, right to health, civil rights of Dalit communities, and citizen
rights in general. These interventions are done through various campaigns.
CONTEXT:
In the year 2019 , JMS initiated Janadhikara ( Citizen’s Rights) campaign in all villages of
JMS constituency . When campaign was organized in Kharabdinni Village , the women
karyakarta in the village identified the issue of not having CC Road in the village, then JMS
did intervention for the construction of CC Road .

ISSUE:
Kharabdinni village comes under Pothnal gram
panchayat which is located about 19.9kms from the
Manvi Taluk . During Citizen’s Right Campaign, JMS
organised village level public dialogue , then the
women identified the issue of not CC Road in the
village. In order to help transportation especially
for Pregnant women and for villagers . They
collectively informed this issue to the JMS karyakarta
in the public dialogue.
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JMS INTERVENTION:
JMS karyakartha intervened and drafted the Memorandum on the issue , and took signature of
the women during the public dialogue . Along with 20 women from the village JMS karyakarta
submitted the memorandum to the Panchayat Development Officer (PDO), Pothnal, demanding
immediate construction of CC Road in the Kharabdinni Village.
IMPACT:
Due to the intervention of JMS and regular follow up with authorities , the Panchayat authorities
constructed CC Road in the Kharabdinni village, from this the transportation was made easy.

